WE LOVE OUR WAGGY TAILS COFFEE MORNINGS, COULD YOU RUN ONE TOO?

We at PFC UK are taking action. We have come together to do what we can to make a difference.
We find great people to give homes to these lost little dogs and we drive to Paris to pick them up
from the airport transporting them to their families here in the UK.
Together we are strong and together we can raise funds to help these amazing dogs. We have had a
ton of fun this year organising and running events.
A Waggy Tails event brings like-minded people together. We gather, we chat, we support each
other, and we raise funds.
Waggy tails events come in all shapes and sizes including:
•
•
•
•

Car boot sales
Coffee Mornings
Workshops
Dog walks

We would love you to host a Waggy Tails event for the dogs of South Korea, the dogs that are
desperately needing to escape the torture and death that is their fate unless they can be rescued.
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A small gathering or a grand event

Whether you gather a few friends or organise a larger event at your village hall! You can put your
own ‘stamp’ on your Event.
We prefer that there are no graphic images at these events – Social media is full of them and we
want people to connect with what CAN be done.
You and others CAN make a difference. The price of a cup of coffee and slice of cake adds up and it
makes a difference. It means that we are well on our way to getting a dog to safety.
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Making your event a success!

Thank you for helping save the dogs of the dog meat trade. Here are some ideas that will help your
event be a success.
INVITE everyone you can think of – and choose a day when they can attend (e.g. weekends).
HOMEMADE CAKE STALL these ‘go down a treat!' Everyone loves cakes. As part of the Pack you will
receive we will provide recipes for vegan cakes. You can print-out recipes to hand out (or sell!) A
good idea is to bake in advance and freeze cakes then decorate the day before your event.
ASK friends and family to bake some for you. (Paper plates, doilleys, cellophane and ribbon make
them look pretty). People love to take cakes home for friends.
Prepare a CAKE ‘BUFFET’ by cutting up tray-bakes for people to nibble on through your event.
TOMBOLA if you have a spare table and a book of raffle tickets this is a fun thing to do. Everyone has
unwanted/unused gifts in the cupboard that can be put to good use! Add a few bottles of wine, a
few tins of beans and bars of soap – these are usually a great success!
BRIC A BRAC stall. Everyone loves a bargain and having a bric-a-brac is fun. People can rummage and
for every item sold the dogs’ benefit.
GAMES – For fun and competitive people, games like ‘guess the weight of the cake’ are wonderful.
You can charge 50p a guess and 50p actually pays for us to travel a mile to pick up the dogs, so every
50p counts.
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Most of all have fun!

These are just suggestions and you will have great ideas of your own. Keep it simple, have fun and
enjoy the company of a dog friendly Waggy Tails fund raising event.
KNIT to save the dogs. You can download a patterns to knit dog coats. They are lovely and cosy and
warm and are trending in fabulous colours. These can be sold for £5 each raising more funds to help
save the dogs.
Remember to ASK FRIENDS TO HELP YOU. Friends are worth their weight in gold. You will need
people to serve drinks, wash up, sell merchandise, sell bric-a-brac and the tombola tickets etc.
Vintage china cups, saucers and tea plates always look lovely but, without a washer-upper,
disposable may be easier. Another good idea is to buy or borrow an electric urn which keeps water
hot all day!
Remember that the funds you raise will enable volunteers to travel to airports such as Paris to
collect the dogs. The dogs will be quarantined in South Korea and will fly in with flight volunteers.
The more our Community grows, the more dogs we can help find homes for here in the UK.
Thank you for being a part of the change you want to see in the world. A world without a dog meat
trade!
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What to do with the proceeds?

On behalf of the dogs you have helped to get to safety and security here in the UK, we thank you!
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100% of the funds raised goes to enabling the dogs to get to and be supported in, their new homes
in the UK.
Please send the funds raised to our Paypal account - ukdcmtrehome@gmail.com
Thank you!
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